
Law School Preparation Starts Here 
Imagine a pathway where any student who is interested in law or who may never have considered law school can 
see themselves achieving their personal and professional goals through law … and know with clarity how to get there. 
Imagine an even broader pool of law school applicants who are prepared and likely to succeed at your institution.

As the developer of the LSAT®, the best predictor of law school success, LSAC has decades of experience in 
assessment science and in supporting the journeys of generations of aspiring lawyers. Working with a group 
of exceptional leaders and thinkers from legal and undergraduate education and the legal profession, LawReady 
builds upon leading research to provide an innovative and unique approach to prelaw education that meets 
students earlier in their undergraduate careers.

Already available on several campuses, LawReady is designed to improve student outcomes in three key 
areas: developing skills academically, navigating the law school journey, and creating a sense of 
community and belonging. Students take LawReady-aligned courses that assess a broad range of skills, 
abilities, and personal characteristics, all while benefiting from guidance, resources, and a supportive network  
on their path to law school.

LawReady enables students to demonstrate their mastery of these skills over time to build a portfolio of completed 
work with an opportunity to earn the LawReady certificate. Law school admission professionals can consider  
the LawReady portfolio and certificate, if earned, as part of a holistic approach to admission.

LSAC.org

LawReady will help attract and prepare the people we need for the future  
of our legal practices. It creates a path for a more diverse group of law school 
applicants and complements their conventional academic experiences with 
directly applicable skills that will help them flourish in the world to come.  
This will accelerate our profession’s adaptation to a more complicated world 
and produce better career outcomes for those who invest in the approach.

Jason Barnwell, Microsoft 
LawReady Advisory Committee
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Connect With Us

Scan to learn more 
about LawReady.

LawReadyTM

Developing the Next Generation of Law Students Together

https://www.lsac.org/
https://twitter.com/LSAC_Official
https://www.linkedin.com/company/law-school-admission-council
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxxLeUmRptDbVyUCzlh8waw
https://www.facebook.com/LawSchoolAdmissionCouncil
https://www.instagram.com/official_lsac
https://www.lsac.org/lawready
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